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Understanding raw material 
performance: quality and 
consistency of cytokines for 
translation to the clinic
Bernd Leistler

A deep understanding of origin, performance and quality of raw materials in cell and gene 
therapy development is crucial, but international standards for these raw materials are still 
missing in our industry. The challenge lies in the fact that raw biological materials are inher-
ently variable, while batch-to-batch consistency is essential for successful and long-term 
commercialization of therapies. There is also the big debate of when to apply rigid stan-
dards, is commercial-scale manufacturing too late? One category of raw materials that re-
quire further standardization and characterization is cytokines, growth and differentiation 
factors (here named cytokines for simplicity). Cytokine quality and performance are directly 
linked to the clinical and commercial success of a therapy. However, there are important 
quality considerations to address during preclinical research to ensure your therapy is set 
up for regulatory and commercial success. Even cytokines that were originally developed 
for other uses, including those used as human therapeutics themselves, are not necessarily 
suited for use in cell and gene therapy manufacturing. Limited information on the potency 
and other critical attributes of the materials makes it difficult to define specifications for 
those reagents and to investigate the material. This article will explore ways of easing trans-
lation from preclinical development into the clinic, the importance of using animal-derived 
component-free (ADCF) cytokines, how to compare cytokines from different vendors and 
the value of international units of measurement.
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CYTOKINE ACTIVITY 
MEASUREMENTS & 
INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS
Defining and measuring the possible effects 
of a given cytokine is not a simple, black-and-
white task; this is because of the inherent vari-
able nature of these tiny but powerful mes-
sengers. Cytokines can impact a multitude 
of cells through the signaling pathways they 
initiate, in a wide variety of ways. Their ef-
fects can depend on various factors including 
the target cell, its environment, cell culture 
etc., adding another layer of variability to an 
already complex picture.

A cytokine’s biological activity should 
therefore be measured by its effect on a par-
ticular cell type. However, there is not yet a 
recognized industry standard for these mea-
surements or their units, also because dif-
ferent protocols may be based on different 
modes of action of the same cytokine. This 
can be challenging for developers when trying 
to demonstrate reproducibility and compara-
bility to regulatory authorities.

What we do have currently are ‘interna-
tional units’ (IU) developed by the World 
Health Organization (WHO). IU are calcu-
lated using a standardized assay in which the 
cytokine of interest is tested side by side with 
the defined WHO standard, which can be 
obtained from the National Institute for Bio-
logical Standards and Control (NIBSC). The 
activity of the cytokine is then normalized us-
ing this standard. Such a standardized assay 
should in addition be validated following the 
applicable ICH guidelines, according to each 
lab’s specific conditions.

The NIBSC’s definition [1] of internation-
al units is:

“International units (IU) are assigned 
to international standards or other 

reference materials to allow the 
assessment of ‘biologicals’ in a 

consistent internationally agreed 
manner.

Biological reference materials, 
with an assigned value in IU, 

may be used in situations where 
physico-chemical determination 
of international standard units, 

e.g. mass, is not possible or 
not appropriate. There may be 
no agreed validated reference 

methods of determination available, 
or a simple mass unit may not 
adequately define a clinically-

relevant measure of activity e.g. 
glycoprotein hormones.”

Examining the specifications for activity 
used by several leading cytokine providers 
indicates that IU are not broadly used by all 
suppliers. If these units were to be universally 
adopted as a global standard, it would allow 
the cell and gene therapy industry to:

a. Achieve comparability in the activity of 
cytokines in an internationally agreed 
manner and more easily evaluate 
cytokines from different raw material 
providers;

b. Produce comparable and reliable data, 
demonstrating batch-to-batch consistency 
for regulatory submission.

Batch-to-batch consistency is vital for reg-
ulatory approval and sustained commercial 
viability.

HOW TO PERFORM EFFECTIVE 
COMPARATIVE SIDE-BY-SIDE 
TESTING
There are many ways to measure the biolog-
ical activity of cytokines, but quantifying all 
the potential activities of a cytokine in one 
single numeric value is not possible. We 
recommend measuring one defined effect 
– e.g. stimulation of cell proliferation – on 
one defined target cell under standardized 
conditions. The assays should be validated 
following ICH guidelines for each cytokine 
and should be performed according to SOPs 
under a GMP quality assurance system and 
using qualified equipment.
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It’s important to be vigilant when compar-
ing units of activity between different sourc-
es, as different suppliers may have their own 
methods for defining a unit. The method 
used must be the same between sources for 
a unit comparison to be valid. The only way 
to make a reliable comparison is via side-by-
side testing. Unfortunately, this side-by-side 
testing can be arduous and time-consuming, 
here are some considerations to ensure effec-
tive testing.

Effective comparative side-by-side testing 
in three steps:

1. Determine the activity in IU/mg: use 
identical proliferation assays and calibrate 
against an international reference standard;

2. Determine the protein content in µg: 
use identical assays for all samples (the 
specific cytokine activity is dependent on 
the amount of cytokine tested). Note that 
different sources of international standard 
and test material may result in different 
molecular weights (e.g., caused by different 
amino acid sequences or different levels of 
glycosylation);

3. Determine the purity: preferably using a 
HPLC method.

WHY USE CYTOKINES FREE OF 
ANIMAL- & HUMAN DERIVED 
COMPONENTS?
Materials of biological origin, particularly of 
human or animal origin, can present risks, 
including transmission of adventitious agents 
or introduction of biological impurities.

Using cytokines free of any animal or hu-
man-derived components:

 f Minimizes potential variables associated 
with animal or human-derived components

 f Eliminates the risk of introducing biological 
contaminants in your cell and gene therapy 
process

 f Speeds your time to market and saves 
money: no viral safety studies needed

To allow cell and gene therapy developers 
to perform a risk assessment of the raw ma-
terials used in their manufacturing process 
it is important that raw material suppliers 
offer a well-defined animal-derived com-
ponent-free (ADCF) policy. ISO Techni-
cal Standard-20399 [2] defines two ADCF 
levels:

 f Level 1 (product level): the raw material 
does not contain any materials from animal 
or human source as its ingredients.

 f Level 2 (production level): in addition to 
ADCF level 1, raw material is produced 
without the use of any materials from an 
animal or human source. This includes 
excipients, equipment or containers that 
come into contact with the raw material 
during production.

SEAMLESS TRANSITION FROM 
PRECLINICAL TO CLINICAL 
DEVELOPMENT
Translation from lab to clinic and subse-
quent scale-up to commercial levels present 
our industry with many challenges, includ-
ing reliability and reproducibility. GMP-
grade raw materials that are required in later 
clinical phases may have different character-
istics to those used in earlier research phases, 
as they are subject to different manufactur-
ing protocols or quality standards. Changing 
raw materials during clinical development is 
time consuming and costly, requiring com-
parability studies that can have serious reg-
ulatory implications. Switching to GMP 
grade raw materials in the early clinical phase 
offers an economic benefit and saves time. A 
study from the Tufts Center for the Study of 
Drug Development (CSDD) estimated that 
the costs of an amendment in phase Ill are 
more than three times than those for a Phase 
2 trial [3].
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 f FIGURE 1
Seamless transition from preclinical to GMP. 

To enable a safe and effective translation 
to the clinical stage we recommend using 
appropriately characterized cytokines of 
comparable performance in your preclin-
ical and early development phase. These 
cytokines, we call them ‘preclinical grade’, 
should be produced under comparable 
conditions as the GMP equivalent, offer-
ing equal product performance. That way, 
you can switch directly to GMP-grade raw 
materials and avoid additional process op-
timization and laborious, expensive compa-
rability studies (Figure 1).

CONCLUSION
Characterizing and measuring the biological 
activity of cytokines is a critical factor in the 
clinical and commercial success of cell and 
gene therapies. International standards are 
crucial for comparability of cytokine activi-
ty and, therefore, batch-to-batch consistency 
and the industry must work together to de-
velop and adopt standards.

The earlier and easier the switch to GMP 
grade materials can be made, the more cost 
and time effective it is. Ideally this will be done 
prior to the clinical phase to avoid compara-
bility issues and potential regulatory hurdles.

https://www.nibsc.org/standardisation/international_standards.aspx
https://cellgenix.com
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